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Sometimes we do invent
stuff.
But more often we take
idea or products and modify
it in ways folks did not
imagine.












f	 '00ther examof • •
• Who
invented	 •. ^ ^^	 .
Stealth 	 ^	 i
technology?
1964 Russian Physicist and Mathematician Pytr Ufimtsev
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• Just what is Innovation?
• Google "innovation" and you get 102,000,000
hits. By contrast, google "ethics" and you get
83,000,000 hits.
• Is it new ideas? Is it "out-of-the-box"
di,
thinking? Is it inventing that which has not
been invented yet?
• Is it trying to stay fresh, ahead of the curve.
anticipate the inflection point.
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"Wealth in the new regime flows direct)
from innovation, not optimization; that
wealth is not gained by perfecting the
known, but by imperfectly seizing the
unknown".
- Kevin Kelly,
New Rules for the New Economy, Wired
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"The term innovation refers to a new v
of doing something. It may refer tc
incremental and emergent or radical
revolutionary changes in thinking,
products, processes, or organization
- Wikipedia




"Capital isn't so important in business.	 1%
Experience isn't so important. You can get
both these things. What is important is
ideas. If you have ideas, you have the main
asset you need, and there isn't any limit to
what you can do with your business and
your life."
— Harvey Firestone
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"It's easy to come up with new ideas; the
hard part is letting go of what worked for
you two years ago, but will soon
date."
— Roger von Oech
be out of
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f10) Criticize new ideas
9) "Not invented here" phenomenon
8) Treat brainstorming like a 60's sit-in
7) Focus on efficiency, not innovation
(although you can use innovation to
become more efficient)
6) Hoarding problems, hoarding
resources, hoarding ideas
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5) Punish mistakes
4) Promote the clones
3) Diminish training and education
2) Overwork the few
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1) "It's the way wE
have always
done it".
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Polk's Law: If you want your medical project to succeed, it shoo
not increase more than two of these, and preferably should
reduce at least one.





• Selection Standards	 Z -
• Vehicle specific 	 V\
standards	 Analyze
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Power  ro d u ct o n Lime,s --
Reversal of Life,	 E. f












"Innovation distinguishes between a
leader and a follower".
- Steve Jobs
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"Without tradition, art is a flock of shee
without a shepherd. Without innovati(
it is a corpse".
— Winston Church
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